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Executive Summary
The City of Burlington, Iowa has been inundated by the floodwaters of the
Mississippi River for its entire existence. However, in recent years, a series
of record floods have been particularly damaging - costing the City and many
private businesses millions of dollars in emergency protection costs, property
damage, clean-up and maintenance costs, and lost revenues. With this study,
the City has undertaken the first step towards investing in the long-term
protection of its valuable downtown riverfront from flood inundation. At
the same time, the City hopes to reclaim its waterfront as a civic destination,
promote private investment in the downtown, and create a more livable,
sustainable riverfront.

Flood of 1965.

This study serves as a framework plan for flood protection for the Burlington
Downtown Riverfront from the Wastewater Treatment Plant on the south
end to the north parking lot of Riverside Park on the north end. The
recommendations of the study go beyond flood protection. They include a
vision for redevelopment along the riverfront and creation of an urban plaza/
park dubbed “The Landing,” recommendations for green infrastructure
improvements in the downtown, opportunities to reinvest in aging or
damaged infrastructure and vacant or underutilized lots, and multi-use trail
systems.
The Implementation chapter of this plan provides recommendation for
phasing the project, funding opportunities and information about grants,
and estimated costs of implementation. The approach outlined includes
major investment projects including permanent and temporary floodwalls,
pump stations, storm sewer modifications, green infrastructure, and park-like
amenities which are proposed to be constructed over a period of about 10
years, as funding becomes available.

The site of the “Landing” as seen from the Memorial Auditorium balcony
(2014).

Burlington is a classic river town with a rich history of riverfront and rail
commerce, and the City has kept its character alive through the preservation
of historic landmarks and the celebration of important community events
such as Steamboat Days. This riverfront plan builds on the successes the City
has had in building a strong and vibrant community. We envision a more
connected downtown and riverfront, and an increase in private investment
with the addition of more protected waterfront real estate. The Burlington
Riverfront will again become worthy of a postcard.
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1.0 introduc tion

1. 1 p r o j e c t o v e r v i e w
The Burlington Downtown Mississippi Riverfront Study is the combination of two
simultaneous efforts including downtown riverfront flood mitigation and storm sewer
evaluations. The stated scope (as provided by the City) is as follows:
Downtown Flood Mitigation Scope
This project is focused primarily on the Riverfront from Columbia Street to south of
the Market Street Lift Station, however consideration is given to the entire riverfront
from Bluff Harbor Marina to the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) Railroad bridge
south of the City of Burlington Wastewater Treatment Plant.
•
•

Historic postcard (courtesy of City of Burlington)

•
•
•
•

Evaluation of the riverfront from south of the Market Street Lift Station to
Columbia.
Evaluation of the Market Street Lift Station structure and facade for integration
with mitigation alternatives.
Evaluation of soils near mitigation alternatives.
Evaluation of the Depot at Division & Main.
Consideration/evaluation of the riverfront as a whole.
Creation of project cost estimates for mitigation alternatives.

Storm Sewer, Runoff, and Green Infrastructure Evaluation Scope
This project is focused primarily on improvements to the City’s storm sewer system to
mitigate future flood damages. Additional considerations are given to runoff mitigation
in the downtown area.
•
•
•
•

Historic postcard (courtesy of City of Burlington)
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Evaluation of storm sewers in the downtown area to a river stage of 28 feet.
Evaluation of the need for storm water pumping station(s).
Recommend improvements to the storm water system to mitigate future flood
damages.
Create project cost estimates for mitigation alternatives.

Figure 1 provides an overview of the study area showing areas of public ownership and
some key existing landmarks.
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Figure 1. Project study area

1

Memorial Auditorium

2

Port of Burlington & Visitor’s Center

Riverfront bulkhead
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1. 2 p r o j e c t p r o c e s s
The Burlington Downtown Mississippi Riverfront plan is the result of a study which
was performed between October 2014 and December 2014. Two sets of stakeholder
and public meetings were held. The first series of meetings was held on October 14th
at the Port of Burlington and included presentations to the Steering Committee and a
group of stakeholders including BNSF railway, downtown business leaders, Steamboat
Days, and non-profit organizations. A public meeting was held in the evening. The goal
of the first meeting was to gain input regarding the key concerns of the community as
it relates to flooding and the riverfront. Precedent images of other communities with
transformed riverfronts were also shown to inspire attendees to think about what their
riverfront could be. Approximately 19 members of the public were present during the
public meeting, including reporters from The Hawk Eye newspaper.
The second series of meetings was held on November 12th at the Memorial Auditorium
and included the same groups as the first series of meetings. The purpose of the
second round of meetings was to present concept plans and alternatives for flood
control alignment and a vision for The Landing that removed the majority of parking
between the Auditorium and the Port to create a civic gathering space. Approximately
30 members of the public were present during the second public meeting.
A presentation at an
informational work session
with the City Council was
held on November 24th.
Sign-in sheets and a summary
of the comments received
at each series of meetings
are included in the Technical
Appendix Document.

Photos from the 10/14 stakeholder meeting (top) and the 11/12
public meeting (middle and bottom).
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Front page of The Hawk Eye newspaper on November
13th, 2014 after the second public meeting.

2 . 0 r i ve r f r o n t f r amew o r k

2. 1 co n t e x t
Historic/Cultural Context
From its beginning Burlington has been defined by its relationship with the Mississippi
River. It was shortly after the Louisiana Purchase that Burlington was visited by Zebulon
Pike in 1805, who considered it a strategic river location for the establishment of a
frontier fort. Within two decades the community became a destination for commerce
through the establishment of a trading post for the American Fur Company in 1829.
This trend continued through the development of the City’s waterfront as a Steamboat
Port, and eventually as a rail hub, in 1848 providing both freight and passenger service.

Historic photograph of Burlington Riverfront with the Hawk Eye
sewer outfall in the foreground (date unknown).

Through the following decades, Burlington attracted major railroad companies,
contributed to major technical advances like Westinghouse’s invention of air brakes
(1887), and attracted a variety of national manufacturing operations.
Of relevance to this study is how the community historically used the riverfront.
Historic photos and post cards of Burlington’s formative years illustrate the diversity
of uses beyond riverfront industrial and commercial uses that include recreational and
civic functions. Even the investment in infrastructure was displayed with great pride as
expressed through public works projects that emphasized good civic design with the use
of a durable and rich palette of materials, (i.e., Hawk Eye outfall structure.)
Burlington was truly a place of commerce and industry, and a demonstration of
prosperity - a place to publicly gather and be seen, to recreate and celebrate public
holidays, as well as enjoy daily life.

Historic postcard (date unknown).
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Flooding
Three major flood events have occurred in Burlington in the last six years including
2008, 2013 and 2014. Flood levels in June 2008 reached a near-record high of 25.18 feet
on the Burlington Flood Gage (0.0 on the gage is 511.45 NAVD 1988). According to
the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) flood maps, the 100-year flood
elevation for Burlington is 20.75 feet and the 500-year flood is elevation is 24.55 feet.
The flood elevation was predicted to go even higher in 2008 if levees in Illinois hadn’t
been breached, flooding towns and fields. Burlington’s almost 50-year running music
festival, Steamboat Days, which is an event of regional significance, had to cancel and
close up three days early due to flood conditions.

Flooding on Valley Street during the 2008 flood.

During all three recent flood events, significant areas of Front Street and the
surrounding blocks were closed off to traffic. The Burlington Northern Santa Fe
(BNSF) Railroad even closed during the 2008 event; in 2014 they began adding ballast to
raise their tracks and allow operations to continue during flood events.
The Market Street Pump Station, the primary method to move sewage from the
downtown to the wastewater treatment plant, becomes inundated during major floods
and cannot function, causing sewers to backup in downtown buildings. Basements
flood, infrastructure is damaged, floating deadwood becomes jammed in fencing,
potential overflow contaminates the river, and millions of dollars of damage occurs.
Unfortunately, 100-year (and higher) level flood events are becoming the “norm.”

A sign outside Big Muddy’s Bar & Grill in 2008.

Sandbags at Drake’s restaurant during 2008 flood.
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Figure 2. Current flood levels, storm sewer drainage basins and outfalls.

Passenger Depot during 2008 flood.
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Market St pump station in 2008.
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Port building during 2008 flood.

2. 2 d e s i g n d r i v e r s
By incorporating feedback from the initial discussions with the City and stakeholders, the design team developed design drivers for the project which represent
the four elements of sustainability: Economic, Ecological, Social, and Human Spirit. The design drivers are intended to capture the objectives of the community
and were used to guide the planning effort. They should also be considered (and modified as necessary) during future phases of design. The goals of these four
components are described below.
ECONOMIC
• Reduce the financial impact of flooding to the City and local businesses and landowners.
• Eliminate the labor and expense of cleanup effort following flood events.
• Leverage City investment to secure outside funding from state, federal and nongovernmental entities.
• Use public investment in infrastructure as a catalyst to attract private development.
• Ensure parking needs are addressed to support local businesses.
• Encourage and expand waterfront-related tourism.
ECOLOGICAL
• Enhance water quality from runoff within the downtown and riverfront.
• Reduce discharges of untreated effluent into the river.
• Minimize underutilized impervious areas along riverfront.
• Elevate the understanding of the City’s relationship with the Mississippi River.
SOCIAL
• Provide well-articulated inclusive access along the riverfront and between key community
destinations.
• Connect downtown destinations with riverfront.
• Support and enhance daily riverfront use while also accommodating annual community
events such as Steamboat Days, farmers markets, athletic events, car shows, community
events, etc.
• Preserve existing and expand the diversity of recreational opportunities along the riverfront.

Economic

Social
Ecological

Human
Spirit

The four elements of sustainability.

HUMAN SPIRIT
• Preserve and enhance the culturally significant buildings and sites along the riverfront.
• Encourage and maintain the community heritage as a working riverfront.
• Support use of the waterfront by a diverse range of users.
• Enhance visual connections between the downtown and the riverfront.
• Create civic destinations.
9

2. 2 o pp o r t u n i t i e s a n a lys i s
The riverfront framework plan was developed through an opportunities and constraints
analysis and evaluation of alternatives. This section summarizes the evaluation as well
as some feedback provided by the City, stakeholders and public during the study. The
opportunities diagrams essentially inventory the existing land use in the downtown and
riverfront, clearly illustrating where the key transportation corridors are located, where
parks and open space are concentrated, and other important destinations and uses. This
understanding of the context reinforces the importance of the riverfront and starts to
inform us of greater opportunities.
Flood Protection Alternatives Evaluated
Rail yard (2014).

Big Muddy’s Bar and Grill (formerly a train depot), 2014.

The City’s stated priorities for flood protection included the wastewater treatment plant,
the Market Street lift station, the Memorial Auditorium, the Port, and the Passenger
Depot. Additional facilities that were considered for flood protection included the rail
yard, Big Muddy’s Bar and Grill, Riverside Park, and other downtown buildings. The
study team developed two alternative flood protection alignment schemes that differed
in which areas were protected but which each addressed the priority protection areas.
Alternative A provided continuous protection from the wastewater treatment plant
to the Great River Bridge, with a single rail closure on the Case spur near the bridge.
Separate protection for Big Muddy’s was considered in that option. Alternative B
provided only protection at the wastewater treatment plant and around the downtown
buildings, omitting the rail yard. Two rail closures were required for this option, as well
as flood protection along Market Street to close off and protect facilities between the
riverfront and North Main Street. In that alternative, separate flood protection would be
required at the Passenger Depot.
Alternative B reduced the length of flood protection and eliminated the need for a
storm water pump station near the Angular Street outlet (described in a later section). It
also eliminated the need for agreements with the railroad companies. For these reasons,
and the associated lower costs associated with Alternative B, this was chosen as the
preferred alternative for the City to move forward with.
Permanent flood protection north of the Great River Bridge was not recommended
based on the relatively high costs for relatively few benefits compared to the protection
required in the downtown area.

Burlington Passenger Depot & Amtrack Station (2014).

Having continuous protection from the wastewater treatment plant to the Great River
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Bridge would be desired ultimately when
considering future development, as it
would open the door for the City and
private partnerships to encourage future
development. However, due to timing
and financing issues, Alternative B will be
pursued in the near term.
Section 3.1 discusses the recommended
flood protection alignment in more detail.

Flood protection alternative alignment plan - Alternative A.

Flood protection alternative alignment plan - Alternative B.
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Open Space
Figure 3 shows the open space and parks within the downtown vicinity. Two historicallysignificant parks are located on twin hills in residential neighborhoods: North Hill Park
and South Hill Park. Small pocket parks and neighborhood open spaces are also noted.
Riverside Park, north of Highway 34, is an open passive park with lawn, a path, a public
fishing pier, and an open-air pavilion. Riverside Park is tenuously connected to the riverfront
south of the Great River Bridge but is cut off by the bridge.

Riverside Park

N

The prime riverfront area directly adjacent to the downtown has very little open space
available for recreation or passive use. There are several small panels of grass and a
Veteran’s Memorial along the river walk between the Memorial Auditorium and the Port.
There is clear opportunity to enrich the riverfront and complement the North Hill and South
Hill Parks by creating a continuous and connected green space along the waterfront that can
be enjoyed by visitors and residents alike. Current event use of the riverfront and historic
images of the area between the
Memorial Auditorium and the Port
Building clearly identify this area as
a major space for public gatherings.
Transportation and
Circulation

34

Figure 3. Downtown open space
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Figure 4 depicts the transportation
systems that currently exist in
Burlington’s downtown. The rail
yard dominates a significant part
of the riverfront south of Market
Street, but only a small spur bisects
the downtown from its adjacent
riverfront (which connects to
the Case plant to the north). A
recreational trail in Riverside Park
connects to neighborhoods to the
north and west. The riverfront is
easily accessible from downtown
through a series of perpendicular
gridded streets that terminate at the
river.

The area just south of the Memorial Auditorium includes a number of boat launch
ramps that are used extensively by the community during the boating season, and are
important for accommodating several large sport fishing events that occur in Burlington
each year. A historic boat launch ramp that lines up with the end of Court Street, north
of the Port, has a limited amount of upland parking for auto-trailer use. That area can
get congested on busy days, and the space near the launch ramp is not configured to
allow sufficient movement and queuing of boat trailers. The launch ramp does have an
existing floating boarding dock (which the other launches lack), which may be why it is
popular and heavily used despite the poor maneuvering and limited parking space.
Proposed trail connections and multi-modal complete streets (on Main Street and Front
Street) as well as existing trails are shown on Figure 4. Additional trail alignments
were evaluated during the planning process that include the entire riverfront; Figure 4
represents the results of stakeholder comments and public input.
Daily activity at the BNSF rail yard and depot (2014).

N
Figure 4. Transportation and circulation systems.
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Parking
As with many downtown business districts, ensuring there is adequate parking for
offices, retailers, and municipal destinations is always a concern. Currently, the City
owns a number of smaller parking lots and one two-level parking ramp in the downtown
where parking fees are charged. There is also ample street parking available throughout
most of downtown, including many streets which have parallel or angled parking on
both sides of the street. Figure 5 shows the distribution of public parking (paid and
free) and private parking lots.
Mixed auto and trailer parking lot south of Memorial Auditorium.

As Figure 5 illustrates, the primary land use along the riverfront is public parking that
is unpaid. While these parking lots are transformed into festival grounds during annual
events such as Steamboat Days, and they support the daily functions of the Memorial
Auditorium and Port, for the most part the lots are used by employees who work
downtown and want a convenient and free place to park.
The large parking lots south of the Memorial Auditorium are often used on the
weekends by vehicles with trailers as the lots support the boat launch ramps in that
vicinity. However, as currently designed the existing parking lots are not ideally laid out
for this use and stalls do not appear to be adequately sized for trucks and trailers.

Angled street parking on Court Street.

N
Figure 5. Downtown parking inventory (source: City of Burlington and aerial map reconnaissance).
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It is not in the scope of this
study to conduct a thorough
review of the parking demand
downtown nor the capacity of
existing parking lots. However,
it is worth noting that parking is
an important land use along the
riverfront, and will likely remain
so in the future. During the
public and stakeholder meetings,
opinions on both sides of the
parking issue were expressed (in
favor of keeping the existing
parking and in favor of removing
some parking). The City is
planning to conduct a parking
study in early 2015 to address the
questions of parking capacity and
distribution.

Heritage Buildings and Destinations
Burlington’s success over the years has been celebrated through design and construction
of several iconic buildings along the riverfront. The function and architectural
expression of these buildings range from working commercial facilities like the Port
of Burlington (1929) and the Passenger Depot (Holabird & Root, 1944), to civic
destinations such as the Moose Lodge (no longer in existence), and the Memorial
Auditorium (1938). Today, these buildings are recognized as significant landmarks listed
on the National Register of Historic Places.
These buildings and their surroundings continue to serve the community in a greater
capacity than just interpretive structures. They are major destinations for community
celebrations, weddings, recreation, and entertainment. These spaces help enrich the
visitor experience and enhance the riverfront for both individual and commercial uses.

Visitor’s Center and Iowa Store entrances on west side of the Port Building.

N

Figure 6. Heritage buildings, destinations, and opportunities for redevelopment.
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Green Infrastructure
N

Flood walls protect the City from the rising waters of the
Mississippi River but they also block stormwater runoff
from reaching the river. Hence there is a need to pump
stormwater from behind the flood protection, requiring
pump stations that are expensive to construct and to
operate. Minimizing the quantity of stormwater that reaches
the pumps through the use of green infrastructure in the
downtown can create real operational and infrastructure
cost savings. The primary opportunities identified for green
infrastructure in the downtown include green alleys, green
streetscapes and rain garden streets. A demonstration area
focused in a specific area as shown on Figure 7 would have
the biggest impact as a first step towards implementation.
Section 3.2 describes recommendations for green
infrastructure in more detail.
Figure 7. Green infrastructure opportunities

Views

N

Successful riverfront communities take advantage of their
visual and physical access to the water. Burlington’s physical
character (as defined by its topography and the historic
development of the City’s street network) clearly reflects the
influence of the Mississippi River.
In addition, the City’s riverfront industrial and rail activity
is located to the south of the central business district’s
viewshed of the river, which simplifies the ability to
strengthen the downtown’s connectivity to the Mississippi
River. This powerful trait can help elevate the presence of
the river in the downtown, encourage tourism, stabilize
existing businesses, and promote private investment within
the community.
As flood protection efforts are implemented, protection of
long and short-range views to the river should be considered.

Figure 8. Viewsheds
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3 . 0 r e c o mme n d at i o n s

3. 1 f lo o d co n t r o l r e co m m e n d at i o n s
The preferred alignment for the flood control structures along the riverfront is
illustrated in Figure 9. The alignment was developed through feedback from the
City, stakeholders, and the public, and included considerations such as cost of
construction, economic benefits associated with protecting certain areas from
flooding, access and installation process, etc. A number of different flood walls,
levees, and berms were considered during the development of the flood control
strategy.

Flood Wall Strategy
The proposed flood control strategy for Burlington includes a combination
of permanent and temporary flood walls. To minimize impact to land, walls
are recommended over levees or berms. However, the type, finish, and height
of wall varies by location along the riverfront. The sections on the next page
depict four different flood control strategies that are to be employed in various
locations along the riverfront. Section A shows a seven-foot permanent wall,
which is depicted in purple in Figure 9. This wall is only recommended for the
area around the wastewater treatment plant, as the height of the wall obstructs
views. This wall treatment would not be desired along more publicly-accessible
areas.

C

A

Figure 9. Flood wall alignment recommendations
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D

B

A

B

C

D

Section B shows a partial permanent wall that provides a height which would
protect against lower flood events. Foundations for the temporary wall
extension would be built into the lower permanent wall to accommodate
panels for larger flood events. These panels could be installed to accommodate
whatever flood elevation is predicted, up to the target flood gage elevation of 28.
The City will be able to track flood predictions and add panels as necessary to
ensure protection. The lower height of this wall reduces costs of the permanent
wall and allows for some protection and eliminates the need to use HESCO
barriers or sandbags during lower flood events. The provision of a partial
permanent wall reduces disruption of uses and views along the riverfront with
savings for operational and maintenance costs.
Section C shows a full temporary wall, which would be used everywhere that a
permanent wall cannot be accommodated. For example, in front of facilities
that need regular access to the river such as at the boat launch ramps. The
foundation for the removable wall would be integrated into the pavement for
easy installation of supports and panels.
Section D shows a stepped seatwall which could be used for flood control where
a permanent wall would block visual access to the river, such as at The Landing
(between the Memorial Auditorium and the Port). The foundation for the
removable wall would be integrated into the stepped seatwall.
A more detailed plan of the flood control alignment is included in the Technical
Appendix.
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Flood Wall Materials
The Burlington flood protection strategy includes a combination of permanent walls
and removable wall systems. The recommended plan shows higher permanent walls
at the wastewater treatment plant to tie into existing basins and walls that already offer
protection. The majority of the riverfront will consist of a 42-inch permanent concrete
wall.
The permanent concrete flood walls are envisioned to have an architectural facade that
will complement the new storm water pump stations as well as other new amenities and
surfacing. The walls will be cast from concrete for durability and longevity, however the

Temporary modular floodwall being installed in Evansville, IN.

Examples of floodwall finishes and aesthetic treatments.
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Various concrete site walls with form-liners and color (internet images, credits unknown).

walls do not need to be plain concrete. Form liners and colored concrete will be used to
improve the aesthetics of the walls and fit into the character of the historic downtown.
The cast stone industry has improved significantly and there are now many different
options for customized form liners that have the appearance of real stone or brick.
Typically, lighting will be integrated into the walls to ensure uniformity and a consistent
feel to the project. The intent is to have the flood control system blend into the
riverfront and add to the aesthetics of the area.
The removable flood control wall is a floodwall that is erected only when flood waters
threaten. Once the flood recedes, the wall packs neatly away, leaving an obstructionfree riverfront view. This style of removable flood control wall is in extensive use
throughout the United States and Europe. They are made of aluminum or steel,
depending on the manufacturer. They can be installed quickly with trained personnel,
eliminating the need for hundreds of volunteers and crews. Foundations for the
temporary walls would be cast into the permanent walls or in pavements. Supports are
then inserted into designated locations along the foundations and panels are slid into
place between the supports.

Existing flood gate rail closure in Burlington on the Case spur north
of downtown.

Whereever feasible, the flood walls will be located close to the riverbank or seawall
in the downtown. The walls will be designed to not interfere with current and future
operations such as commercial activities, boat ramps and pedestrian traffic.
Finally, railroad closures will be required at the north and south ends of downtown on
the spur that goes to the Case plant. Typically, the railroad closures are swing gates that
can be closed or opened very quickly. The height of the closure will be designed to
protect at the target flood elevation of 28 ft. Concrete abutment walls on either side of
the gate will be integrated into the slope as much as possible so they do not block views
from downtown.

Flood gate rail closure in Muscatine.
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Storm Sewer Modifications and Pump Stations
The Burlington Flood Mitigation Project will consist of a series of walls and closures
designed to provide flood protection up to 28 feet. However, during design floods the
City will require significant storm sewer improvements and pumping stations to protect
from interior flooding and back flow through the current storm sewer network.
The recommended plans show new stormwater pump stations and one new sanitary lift
station along with the flood-proofing and rehabilitation of the existing Market Street lift
station. The two stormwater pump stations are shown at the outfalls of the following
existing sewer systems (as shown on Figure 10):
1. Market Street storm sewer
2. Hawkeye storm sewer (near Valley Street)

Example of a pump station designed to blend in to surrounding
architecture.

The pump station capacities were based on a 28-foot Mississippi River flood and a
coincidental 10-year rainfall on the interior. New storm sewers were sized to carry the
storm flow from the area below 28 feet and all storm flow from the lands above 28 feet
would flow through the existing storm sewer system. Since the existing storm sewer
system is oversized due to previous use as a combined sewer, it appears that a smaller
storm sewer can be constructed inside the existing sewer boxes to allow gravity flow to
the pump stations.
Currently the wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) discharges treated effluent to the
river completely through gravity flow. During large flood events, the WWTP cannot
gravity discharge due to the higher river elevations. A permanent effluent lift station
is recommended at the discharge of the WWTP, sized to provide effluent discharge of
treated wastewater operating at maximum plant capacity during design flood events.

Example of a “standard” pump station with block enclosure and no
roof.

The Market Street sanitary lift station will require flood-proofing and protection from
river back flow. The recommended flood mitigation plan protects the station from river
flooding; however, there are groundwater/seepage concerns and aesthetic concerns.
The recommended plan shows a flood-proofing and architectural rehabilitation of the
lift station building. Ideally, the station should blend and fit into the look of the new
pump stations and flood wall.
The river back flow to the lift station is being addressed with the city sewer separation
plans. Those plans should reduce flows to the station; then river gate structure changes
could isolate river intrusion during design floods.
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3. 2 g r e e n i n f r a s t r u c t u r e
Proactive Stormwater Management
The term green infrastructure can have many different meanings to many different
people. In this case, we are defining it as stormwater management facilities or practices
that are designed to mimic the natural behavior of the water cycle. Capturing, filtering,
infiltrating (where possible), detaining, evapotranspiring, and slowly releasing stormwater
are all functions that are provided through the use of green infrastructure practices,
also sometimes referred to as best management practices (BMPs). While water quality
benefits are provided (BMPs that use plants to absorb and filter out suspended solids,
metals and nutrients present in runoff), reducing the peak flow rate of runoff is the
primary benefit that we are looking to achieve in this case.

Green street in the downtown of a small community in Iowa.

Examples of applicable green infrastructure BMPs are as follows:
• Bioswales
• Rain gardens
• Infiltration/biofiltration planters
• Pervious pavement
• Cisterns and rain barrels
• Green roofs
Green infrastructure is becoming more widely accepted and prevalent throughout the
Midwest, even in small communities. Municipalities are starting to see that the cost to
benefit ratio is typically greater than traditional gray/hard infrastructure. Treating or
infiltrating stormwater where it lands is a much more effective management practice
than collecting it in pipes and sending it to one larger detention pond, as it mimics the
natural land and water behaviors of non-developed areas.
Green infrastructure to treat stormwater can also provide additional benefits. Best
management practices (or BMPs) can enhance streetscape aesthetics and create more
walkable and attractive urban areas. They also can provide habitat and pollen sources
for birds, bees, butterflies, and other urban critters.

A green street along a state highway in Wisconsin.

In Burlington, green infrastructure recommendations are focused on areas where
improvements to streets and alleys would be most beneficial. These include green
streetscapes on Jefferson and Washington Streets, the two main business streets that also
connect to the riverfront. Green alleys are also recommended, especially where alleys
are already in need of replacement. The pavement in these alleys would be replaced
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with permeable pavers, concrete or asphalt. Pavers are sometimes more expensive but
can recreate the look of brick alleys, which were historically prevalent in Burlington (and
some still exist).
Regular maintenance of permeable pavements is required to prevent the openings in the
pavement from becoming clogged with sediment and other debris. Semi-annual streetsweeping and vacuuming is recommended for the best results. If not maintained, the
pores of the pavement section will eventually close off and it will behave like regular
pavement in terms of runoff quantities.
One important consideration for the application of infiltration practices such as
permeable pavements or biofiltration planters is to ensure that water that is being
directed below grade isn’t impacting the basements of nearby buildings. Burlington’s
downtown is comprised of many buildings with very old foundations which are
not water-tight and can become flooded during storm or flood events. A review of
underground conditions is recommended whereever infiltration practices are planned,
and measures to prevent migration of infiltrated water into basements should be taken.
At the same time, it is also critical to ensure that these porous practices are not allowing
floodwaters to seep up from underground and flood areas protected by floodwalls.
Even if it is determined that infiltration is not desirable or feasible (due to soil
conditions or high groundwater table) in certain areas, green infrastructure practices
that are lined with concrete or clay can still provide some detention and water quality
benefits.

Permeable pavers reduce runoff from streets, walks and parking lots.

Illustrative cross-section of a biofiltration planter in a sidewalk.

A demonstration area is recommended as a first step to green infrastructure
implementation in Burlington, between North Front Street and 3rd Street, and Jefferson
and Washington Streets. The demonstration project would be a great opportunity for
community education programs and interpretive elements. There are a number of grant
programs available to fund such projects, as described in Section 4.

Illustrative cross-section of a biofiltration planter in front of retail.
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3. 3 T h e l a n d i n g : a v i s i o n f o r t h e r i v e r f r o n t ’s T r a n s f o r m at i o n
The area along the river between Jefferson and Washington Streets is a key
piece of real estate for the City of Burlington. These two streets are the
main connection between Downtown and the river. Flanked by two historic
prominent buildings on the waterfront (the Memorial Auditorium and the Port
of Burlington), the site is host to the annual Steamboat Days, a week-long
festival that has roots going back over 50 years and which draws around 15,000
people a year. One of the most iconic structures in Burlington, the Great River
Bridge, is situated prominently near the site. Paddle wheelers line up here when
in town. A fountain, a small veteran’s memorial, and a plaza area are all currently
located near the Memorial Auditorium, providing a bit of outdoor space for
the grand facility and the destination for various smaller seasonal community
programs.

Artist rendering of “The Landing” during warmer months.

However, the site has potential to be much greater than it is. During Steamboat
Days it is transformed into a gathering place; a crowded, celebratory, and
revenue-generating venue along the glorious Mississippi. But during the rest
of the year, the space is primarily used as a wide open parking lot, lacking in
aesthetics, shade, or additional programmed events.
A Place for All Seasons
The vision for The Landing, so-named to pay homage to the steamboats that
have historically docked here, is a space that acts as a civic gathering spot all year
round. During the warmer months, it is envisioned to host not only Steamboat
Days, but be a showcased public place hosting arts and crafts fairs, farmers
markets, car shows, movie nights, tai chi or yoga classes, local concerts and
performances, and even weddings. In addition to programmed and scheduled
events, the space would be used by school children during field trips, by
picnickers and families looking for a place to relax and throw a Frisbee, students
from the nearby colleges basking on the lawn while they study, visitors having a
casual lunch, couples enjoying a romantic walk, or downtown workers reading
the paper while watching the Mighty Mississippi roll by on a work break.

Artist rendering of “The Landing” during winter months.

In the winter multiple winter events could take place such as a winter carnival or
ice sculpture contests. Snow could be imported to create a sledding hill, or even
a mini cross-country ski track for children’s races. A temporary skating pond
could be brought in near the Port, extending the enjoyment of the Landing into
all seasons. New traditions and community pride are created..
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The primary objective is to provide flexible open space that transitions some of the parking
out to create a public destination with a public green as its focal point. Trees add shade and
redefine the space visually, making it more attractive and truly making it Burlington’s number
one gathering place. Amenities such as a splash pad could also be incorporated into the design
to provide a place for kids of all ages to cool down on hot summer days, and create another
postcard attraction for visitors.
Some parking would be accommodated on each end for drop-off, short-term parking and
accessibility. Additionally, as an interim or transitional solution, the pavement could be designed
to allow managed parking during off-peak times (like during the work week and seasonal use)
to address the City’s parking concerns until a more comprehensive downtown parking study is
performed and implemented.
Flood Protection
The Landing site would be protected from floods through a series of floodwalls and raised site

Diagram showing potential for managed parking at the
Landing during off-peak times.

N. Front Street

Figure 11. Enlargement plan of “The Landing.”
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walls providing seating risers along the waterfront. In addition, steel sheetpile
cutoff walls would be constructed below grade to prevent infiltration of river
water from penetrating the space from underneath. Clay liners would be used
below pervious areas (lawn, tree wells, etc) and concrete pavement would be
designed to block floodwaters from coming up through the ground and flooding
the area behind the flood walls. Stormwater from rain that would fall during a
flood event would be captured behind the flood walls and conveyed to pump
stations (in long term phases) or be pumped to the river using temporary pumps.
Celebrating Steamboat Days

Artist rendering of “The Landing” during Steamboat Days.

Oblique rendering of “The Landing” during smaller programmed events.

Steamboat Days is an important community and regional event, so it is
important that the space work well. With the vision for The Landing, Steamboat
Days will take the same approach as it does now: the main stage will be
adjacent to the Port with VIP seating up front; a secondary stage is located on
the Memorial Auditorium side for warm-up and in-between performances;
and vendors will line the east and west sides of the park as they do now. The
primary difference will be the addition of the trees and lawn. The lawn is
envisioned to be structurally reinforced like a state-of-the-art athletic field so
that it can hold up to a week’s worth of foot traffic, dancing, event tents, as well
as other public events. The trees would be large shade trees to ensure that they
are strong enough to hold up to crowds, and also to ensure the canopy is high
enough to not block views of the stage and other annual/seasonal events.

Oblique rendering of “The Landing” during Steamboat Days.
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A former rail switching yard in Muscatine has transformed into a vast public park
with open space, a playground, public art, and trails.

Community concerts draw tens of thousands of people to the capitol square each
summer in Madison, Wisconsin. The Landing could be such a destination.

Detroit, Michigan, has reinvested in its riverfront and now has a beautiful
community destination with plazas and river walks and parks. The riverfront has
helped transform the identity of downtown and spurred economic redevelopment.
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3. 4 o v e r a l l r i v e r f r o n t f r a m e w o r k p l a n
Figure 12 illustrates an overall framework plan, or master plan, for the
Burlington Riverfront. It summarizes the recommendations described
throughout this chapter in one comprehensive graphic, including the following:
• Flood protection walls at the wastewater treatment plant and in the
downtown area.
• Two railroad closures for protection on the Case spur.
• Two new stormwater pump stations (Market Street and Valley Street) and
modifications to existing storm sewers.
• A new effluent lift station at the wastewater treatment plant.
• Enhancements and flood-proofing at the Market Street lift station.

•
•
•
•

EFFLUENT LIFT STATION

Figure 12. Overall riverfront framework plan.
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Conversion of The Landing to a civic destination and park including a great
lawn, a public riverfront promenade, floating transient dockage, and the
addition of trees and other landscape improvements.
Green infrastructure streetscape enhancements on Jefferson and Washington
Streets and green alleys, as well as the creation of gateways on Front Street
at The Landing.
Redevelopment potential across from The Landing at the existing post
office.
Existing and planned trails and complete streets for continuous bike and
pedestrian access.

3. 5

I m p l e m e n tat i o n , p h a s i n g a n d co s t s

Cities and their waterfronts take generations to be envisioned, built,
and eventually recognized as great destinations. The transformation of
Burlington’s riverfront from what it is today to what is envisioned will
also take time.
This document has illustrated a plan to manage flood and storm waters which will enhance the safety of Burlington’s residents. The plan
goes one step further and demonstrates how leveraging infrastructure
investments can also enhance the quality of life in the community and
attract economic investment.

The primary funding source for the recommended improvements outlined in this plan (Downtown Riverfront Flood Mitigation) is the Iowa
Flood Mitigation Program. This program was established by Iowa
Act 2012 Senate File 2217 and is funded through a flood mitigation
fund and a sales tax increment fund. The City of Burlington is pursuing funding through the tax increment portion of the fund. Based on
future sales tax increments and available funding, the City has prepared
an application that shows a multi-year phased plan. The project will
require significant support from local, state, and federal agencies and
the community at large throughout its implementation.

To address immediate needs and implement the greater vision the projects in this plan will need to be strategically phased over the next ten
to fifteen years.
Appendix A outlines detailed recommendations for phasing the implementation of the plan projects and presents estimated costs for each
phase. The Downtown Riverfront Flood Mitigation Project Phase I
includes a Definite Project Report (DPR) that will provide engineering detail of all the phases of the project. This DPR will be utilized to
obtain floodplain and other necessary permits. It is intended that the
flood protection project will protect from a 100-year flood plus freeboard and be recognized in the future FEMA Flood Insurance Program. The Iowa Department of Natural Resources will review the DPR
for inclusion in the State Floodplain Program.
The Downtown Riverfront Flood Mitigation project detailed in this
plan is recommended to be implemented over multiple phases, as detailed in Appendix A. These phases (Phases V, VI, VII and IX) include floodwall protection at the wastewater treatment plant and in the
downtown area, pump stations, flood proofing of the Market Street lift
station, and green alleys and streets. This plan in total is estimated to
cost approximately $25 million and will be implemented over a period
of approximately 20 years. The City has also documented cost share
projects that make the entire investment approximately $64 million
from 2009 through 2023.
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Past

Present

Future

With greater certainty about protection from the threat of flooding, what is possible? The City of Burlington can again look to its riverfront as a place of celebration and
investment. While there will always be commerce and industry on the river, there can also be places for the public to come together, dance, learn, play, and relax. The
flood management project can be a catalyst for change: reducing the threats of river flooding and enhancing the way Burlington is seen and enjoyed. There can be beauty
and joy all year round. Celebrate the past, and embrace the river as an amenity and a catalyst for investment in the community’s future. Envision the possibilities.

